Recently Added Braille Books
in August 2019

ADULT FICTION

BT 3985 FRICTION BROWN, SANDRA, 1948-
After his wife's death, Texas Ranger Crawford's young daughter moved in with her grandparents, but now Crawford wants custody. Judge Holly Spencer's opinion of him skyrockets when a gunman barges into the courtroom, and Crawford saves Holly. But then he uncovers a horrifying truth about the incident. Strong language, explicit descriptions of sex, and some violence. 2015. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3988 CHARLATANS COOK, ROBIN, 1940-
"Newly minted chief resident at Boston Memorial Hospital Noah Rothauser is swamped in his new position, from managing the surgical schedules to dealing with the fallouts from patient deaths. Known for its medical advances, the famed teaching hospital has fitted several ORs as "hybrid operating rooms of the future"--an improvement that seems positive until an anesthesia error during a routine procedure results in the death of an otherwise healthy man. Noah suspects Dr. William Mason, an egotistical, world-class surgeon, of an error during the operation and of tampering with the patient's record afterward. But Mason is quick to blame anesthesiologist, Dr. Ava London. When more anesthesia-related deaths start to occur, Noah is forced to question all of the residents on his staff, including Ava, and he quickly realizes there's more to her than what he sees. A social-media junkie, Ava has created multiple alternate personas for herself on the Internet. With his own job and credibility now in jeopardy, Noah must decide which doctor is at fault and who he can believe--before any more lives are lost"--Provided by publisher. Unrated. 2017. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3992 PRESIDENT IS MISSING: A NOVEL CLINTON, BILL, 1946-
A threat so huge that it jeopardizes not just Pennsylvania Avenue and Wall Street, but all of America. Uncertainty and fear grip the nation. There are whispers of cyberterror and espionage and a traitor in the Cabinet. Even the president himself becomes a suspect, and then he disappears from public view. Some strong language, some violence. Bestseller. 2018. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3993 STING BROWN, SANDRA, 1948-
When businesswoman Jordie Bennet locks eyes with Shaw Kinnard in a disreputable bar, Jordie doesn't realize Shaw--hoping to find the thirty million dollars her brother stole--is here to abduct her. Soon, however, Jordie and Shaw must rely on their wits and each other to stay alive. Unrated. Bestseller. 2016. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.
BT 3986  ONE HEART TO WIN  LINDSEY, JOHANNA
Some young ladies marry for money and social standing, a few lucky ones marry for love, but Tiffany Warren is marrying to end a feud. Honoring her mother's wishes, Tiffany reluctantly travels west to meet her estranged father and his enemy's eldest son, rancher Hunter Callahan. Once the Warrens and the Callahans are united by marriage, both clans will stop squabbling over disputed land. But in the chaos of a train robbery Tiffany seizes a golden opportunity: by assuming the identify of her father's new housekeeper she can live with the father she never knew and assess his true character, as well as that of the neighboring cowboy to whom she is betrothed. Explicit descriptions of sex and some strong language. 2013. Unified English Braille code. Contracted braille.

ADULT NON-FICTION

BT 4007  100 PLACES YOU WILL NEVER VISIT: THE WORLD'S MOST SECRET LOCATIONS  SMITH, DANIEL, 1976-
Ever wondered what it takes to get into Fort Knox? Fancied a peek inside the Coca-Cola Safety Deposit Box? The world is full of secret places that we either don't know about, or couldn't visit even if we wanted to. Now you can glimpse the Tora Bora caves in Afghanistan, tour the Vatican Archives, or see the Chapel of the Ark. This fascinating guide book takes a look at 100 places around the world that are either so hard to reach, so closely guarded, or so secret that they are virtually impossible to visit any other way. Unrated. 2014. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 4005  SEEING HOME: THE ED LUCAS STORY: A BLIND BROADCASTER'S STORY OF OVERCOMING LIFE'S GREATEST OBSTACLES  LUCAS, ED, 1939-
A blind baseball broadcaster tells his personal and professional story. Lucas lost his sight in an accident in 1951 at age twelve. His love of baseball led him to a career broadcasting games and interviewing players. His love of his children led him to fight for custody after his wife left. 2015. LUCAS, ED, 1939- Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3995  QUICK-FIX MEALS

BT 4002  EXPRESS LANE COOKBOOK (REAL MEALS FOR REALLY BUSY PEOPLE)  FRITSCHNER, SARAH
"Fritschner's book lives up to its subtitle, offering dozens of easy recipes for harried family cooks with little time to plan dinner or stand in long lines at the market. There are fish recipes
that can be made with the fish available in most supermarkets, lots of ever-popular chicken dishes, and both red meat and vegetarian entrees, as well as quick soups and salads, side dishes, and a handful of desserts." - From Library Journal. Unrated. Copyright and publication date unknown. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 3983**  **SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE**  **BLAKE, WILLIAM, 1757-1827**  
William Blake was one of the finest craftsmen of his time, a poet whose work will never be forgotten. He was an independent and rebellious thinker, who abhorred pretension and falsity in others. His Songs of Innocence are products of this innocent imagination untainted by worldliness, while the Songs of Experience resulted from his feelings of indignation and pity for the suffering of mankind. The Songs of Innocence and of Experience, containing some of Blake's finest and best-loved poems, are present here in the form which satisfied the high expectations of his poetic aspirations. The forty-five poems which Blake originally etched by hand are faithfully reproduced here with the same care and attention to detail Blake himself was so famous for. Copyright and publication date unknown. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted Braille.

**BT 3998**  **FIRST LOOK AT WHALES**  **SELSAM, MILLICENT E. (MILLICENT ELLIS), 1912-1996**  

**BT 4001**  **DELICIOUS DESSERTS**  **FARIS, DANNY**  
This fantastic collection of original, hand-picked and tested recipes ranges from simple, 2-minute cold drinks such as Banana Cream Drink to complex rolling and cutting operations like animal crackers and Nanaimo bars. Of course, you will also find a wealth of middle-line, half-hour projects that bake into scrumptious desserts and snacks for later. Just a few tantalizing examples of what you'll find in this marvelous book include pumpkin pie, berry muffins, fruit cocktail cookies, butter tart squares, cinnamon sledges, ginger-bread, apple fantasy dessert, and much, much more! Unrated. Copyright and publication date unknown. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

====================================================================================================

**JUVENILE FICTION**

**BT 3979**  **GONE**  **GRANT, MICHAEL, 1954-**  
In Perdido Beach, California, people fifteen years or older suddenly disappear. Televisions, Internet access, and phones vanish, too. Bullies take over, food runs out, animals mutate, and some kids develop supernatural powers. What will happen to Sam on his fifteenth birthday?

**BT 4004  CIRCUS MIRANDUS  BEASLEY, CASSIE**
When he realizes that his grandfather's stories of an enchanted circus are true, Micah Tuttle sets out to find the mysterious Circus Mirandus--and to use its magic to save his grandfather's life. Commercial audiobook. For grades 4-7. 2015. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 4006  STORY THIEVES  RILEY, JAMES, 1977-**
Except for reading the Kiel Gnomenfoot magic adventure series, Owen's life is boring--until he sees his classmate Bethany climb out of a book in the library. Bethany is half-fictional and has been searching every book she can find for her missing father. For grades 4-7. 2015. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 3984  PAX  PENNYPACKER, SARA, 1951-**
After being forced to give up his pet fox, Pax, when his father enlists in the military, Peter decides to leave home and get his best friend back. For grades 4-7. 2016. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 3987  THING ABOUT JELLYFISH  BENJAMIN, ALI**
When twelve-year-old Suzy's best friend drowns, she believes a rare jellyfish was responsible for her death. Suzy will do everything possible to prove her theory is correct. For grades 5-8. 2015. Unified English Braille code. Contracted braille.

**BT 3991  DAWN ON THE COAST  MARTIN, ANN M., 1955-**
Since her parents' divorce, Dawn lives in Connecticut with her mother while her brother and father are in California, but after a week's vacation in sunny, healthy southern California, Dawn isn't sure she wants to return to the East Coast. Unrated. 1994. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 3994  MARY ANNE IN THE MIDDLE: THE BABY-SITTERS CLUB  MARTIN, ANN M., 1955-**
Mallory has been unhappy in school since her disastrous teaching experience the day the students were teachers. Now Mallory is considering attending boarding school. When she gets accepted, she discusses her decision with Mary Anne instead of her best friend, Jessi. This leaves Mary Anne caught in the middle because Jessi is furious. For grades 4-7. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

**BT 3999  KRISTY AND THE BABY PARADE  MARTIN, ANN M., 1955-**
The Baby-sitters Club--Kristy, Claudia, Dawn, Mary Anne, Stacey, Mallory, and Jessica--all adore babies. When Kristy gets the bright idea that the club should enter a float in the baby parade held biennially in Stoneybrook, the other girls agree that it might be fun. All they have
to do is make a float and locate a bunch of cute babies whom they'll dress in adorable outfits. Right? Wrong! A Baby-sitters Club book for grades 4-7.

========================================================================================================

JUVENILE NON-FICTION

BT 4003 BIGGEST RIDDLE BOOK IN THE WORLD ROSENBLOOM, JOSEPH
Collection of more than two thousand riddles compiled by a children's librarian. Topics include warm ups, goodies and baddies, fooling mother nature, riddles for thinkers, weird characters, and super stumpers. For grades 4-7 and older readers. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3982 KID-APPROVED
Plenty of fun ideas are in this book devoted to recipes your child will enjoy eating and may even help you make. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3990 KEEP 'EM LAUGHING: JOKES TO AMUSE AND ANNOY YOUR FRIENDS PHILLIPS, LOUIS
A collection of riddles and jokes, including knock-knocks and puns. For example: "What's the difference between a prison guard and a person with measles? One spots breakouts, while the other breaks out in spots." Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3996 AMAZING SHARKS! THOMSON, SARAH L.

BT 3997 AMAZING TIGERS! THOMSON, SARAH L.
Presents facts about tigers and their cubs--the reason they have stripes, the ways they hunt, and why they are disappearing from the wild. For grades K-3. 2004. Unified English Braille Code and text. Contracted braille.

BT 4000 JOKES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY FARIS, DANNY
This collection of over 150 jokes, hilarious stories, funny thoughts and one and two-liners with witty answers is just the thing for anyone with a funny bone - child or adult! Read one joke or story each morning to start your day off with a touch of humor, or sit around in the family room and keep one another in stitches with the bundles of laughs found in this volume ... Whatever you do, this book is guaranteed to bring hours of good clean fun to your whole family! Unrated. Copyright and publication date unknown. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

========================================================================================================
YOUNG ADULT FICTION

BT 3976   JANE, UNLIMITED CASHORE, KRISTIN
Looking for direction after the loss of her guardian aunt, Jane accepts an unexpected invitation to an island mansion gala, where she considers five choices that will determine the course of her life. Unrated. For senior high and older readers. 2017. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted Braille.

BT 3974   FIREBLOOD BLAKE, ELLY
Ruby leaves her beloved Arcus and travels to her mother’s homeland of Sudesia, where she must pass a series of trials in order to hone her control of fire and become a Fireblood master. Sequel to Frostblood (DB 87685). Unrated. For senior high and older readers. 2017. Contracted Braille in UEB.

BT 3975   MISS PEREGRINE’S HOME FOR PECULIAR CHILDREN RIGGS, RANSOM
A family tragedy sends sixteen-year-old American Jacob on a journey to a remote island off the coast of Wales. There he discovers the ruins of an old orphanage that was home to peculiar--and possibly dangerous--children. Some violence and some strong language. For senior high and older readers. 2011. Contracted Braille in UEB.

BT 3977   FROSTBLOOD BLAKE, ELLY

BT 3978   GOLDEN LILY MEAD, RICHELLE
As Sydney spends more time protecting Jill and hanging around Adrian, she questions old Alchemist beliefs and searches for her place in the magical world. But she is also distracted by her conflicted feelings for Brayden. Sequel to Bloodlines (DB 75647). Some violence. For senior high and older readers. 2012. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3981   FIERY HEART MEAD, RICHELLE
After her life-changing decision in The Indigo Spell (DB 76390), Sydney struggles to maintain her alchemist way of life while keeping her love for Adrian a secret. Having her vampire-hating sister Zoe around complicates matters further. Some violence and some strong language. For senior high and older readers. 2013. Unified English Braille Code. Contracted braille.

BT 3980   BLOODLINES MEAD, RICHELLE
Copies of this publication are available in alternative format upon request.
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